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In this investigatioii positron annihilation, photoluminescence and elec-
troii paramagnetic resonance techniques are employed to gain insight in the
compensation of CdTe doped with the halogen Cl. We will demonstrate
that the high resistivity of CdTe:Cl cannot be explained by the interac-
tion between the shallow effective mass type donor Cl on Te site and the
doping induced shallow acceptor complex, a Cd vacancy paired off with a
nearest-neighbour Cl atom (A centre). From electroii paramagnetic reso-
nance investigations we conclude that the mid gap trap, often detected by
electrical methods in CdTe, is not the isolated Cd vacancy.

PACS numbers: 78.70.Bj, 71.55.Gs, 78.55.Εt

The atomistic stucture identification of point defects present in stoichiomet-
ric or non-stoichiometric CdTe is mainly based on electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) techniques. EPR makes it possible to determine the microscopic stucture
and the concentration of the defect under investigation. The positions of the energy
levels of the defect can be measured by illuminating the sample with monochro-
matic light during the EPR experiment (photoEPR). As a quantitative method,
EPR can be used for comparison with Hall or positron annihilation data and con-
firm whether or not a certain compensation model is correct. Based on EPR and
photoEPR, both the isolated Cd and Te vacancies were identifled in CdTe [1, 2].
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The determination of the Cd-vacancy and the Te-vacancy concentration
based on EPR gave 6 x 10 16 cm-3 and 1 x 10 16 cm-3 as upper limits, respec-
tively. The V^d /- level position lies at Ε < ΕVΒ + 0.47 eV, together with its low
concentration, this cannot explain the high resistivity of n doped CdTe.

An energy level at 0.78 eV in CdTe determined by electrical measurements
(e.g. photoinduced current transient spectroscopy) was often attributed to the

V2-Cd/— level [3], this is in contradiction to the EPR results. Pinning the Fermi level
at mid gap to produce high resistive CdTe doped with Cl must have a different
origin.

We investigated a series of samples doped to different levels with Cl by
photoluminescence (PL) and positron annihilation (PA). In PL (see Fig. 1) at low
doping level the exciton bound to the neutral Cl donor appears in equal intensity
compared to the donor-acceptor-pair (DAP) transition at 1.47 eV. This DAP band
is due to the recombination between isolated Cl on Te sites (shallow effective-mass
donors) and the chlorine A centre (acceptors), a Cd vacancy paired off with a
nearest-neighbour Cl. The microscopic stucture of the A centres was established
by optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) experiments [4].

A method which is sensitive to neutral or negatively charged vacancies is the
positron annihilation spectroscopy. If there are no trapping centres in the sample,
a one-component positron lifetime spectrum is obtained with the bulk lifetime T„

for CdTe 282 ps. Open volume defects lead to an increase in the trapping time
due to the locally attractive potential of the defect, since the electron density in
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such a defect is lower compared to the bulk. The spectum thus consists of two
exponential lifetimes, the longer one τ2 = 330 ps (defect lifetime) typical for Cd
monovacancies in CdTe [5].

The vacancy concentration Cv can be calculated

μ is the trapping coefficient and f is the average lifetime calculated from the lifetime
components by f = Σ Ιi τi with the relative intensities Ι . The series of CdTe:Cl
samples was measured as a function of the temperature in the range from 14 to
350 K (see Fig. 2). The undoped sample did not show any positron trapping due
to a vacancy-type defect. The positron lifetime spectrum showed the bulk lifetime.
With increasing Cl contents the average lifetime increases and reaches a value
of 352 ps at room temperature for the highest doping concentration (3000 ppm).
For the 100 ppm doped CdTe τ2  was 348 ps slightly higher than found for the
isolated monovacancy. Since the long lifetime only shows up in connection with
the Cl doping we attribute it to the presence of A centres as already evidenced by
the PL measurements. For the determination of the respective concentration the
trapping coefficient has to be known. We used μ = 9 x 10 14 s-1 a value established
for Hg vacancies in HgCdTe. For further details see Ref. [6]. The resulting defect
concentrations as a function of Cl doping are summarized in Table together with
the values for the Cl concentration added to the melt and the Cl concentration
incorporated into the crystal.

Independent of the Cl doping, the crystals show high resistivity. When com-
paring the A centre concentration and the Cl content in CdTe:Cl (see Table) one
notes that they are of the same order of magnitude, they approach each other for
the 3000 ppm sample. Cl on Te site is a shallow donor with a binding energy of
14 meV, the A centres shallow acception with a binding energy of 125 meV. Since
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undoped CdTe is usually p-type due to the presence of residual extrinsic impurities
acting as acception (Ag, Cu, Na, P,...) the high resistivity in CdTe:Cl can hardly
be explained by the compensation of ClTe and the Α centres [7]. The resistivities
found ranged from 108 to 10 9 Ω cm [8].

However, even higher values could be obtained in CdTe by doping or codoping
with the transition metal element vanadium. For vanadium doped CdTe this could
be understood in the light of recent photoEPR investigations placing the V3 +/ 2 +
level at ECB - 0.67 eV [9]. In Cl doped CdTe as well as in undoped crystals a trap
at mid gap could very often be observed by electrical methods. It is most likely of
intrinsic origin, but a definite assignment to a certain defect is not yet possible.
One can speculate about the presence of Cd interstitials as well as of Te on Cd
site antisite defects. Both are donor type defects and could be responsible for the
compensation behaviour, but further results of experiments have to be awaited
before conclusions can be drawn.
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